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Research background

• A sleeping beauty (SB) in science refers to a publication, the importance and relevance of which have not been 

recognized, whereby the manuscript  does not receive much attention during the initial citation window following 

its publication, and unexpectedly starts being frequently cited followed by a sudden spike of popularity . 

• Identifying "sleeping beauties" from a massive number of papers and recommending them to the scientific world 

would enable their full recognition in terms of scientific and technological value, thereby driving the development 

of science and technology . 

• Most academic databases or platforms have implemented the recommendation function of highly cited or hot 

papers. However, a recommendation function has not been designed for sleeping beauties or other outstanding 

publications. Therefore, highly efficient methods or algorithms for identifying and recommending "sleeping 

beauties" would have significant application value.
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Research background

• Since Van Raan proposed the concept of sleeping beauty , a series of quantitative studies on the identification and 

application of sleeping beauties were implemented and published.

• (1) Identifying sleeping beauties through curve fitting.Curve fitting provides the advantages of simple operation, 

intuitive results, and easy analysis. However, when the number of documents is too large, the fitting efficiency is 

extremely low. 

• (2) Identifying sleeping beauties based on subjective indicators. Which is variable and greatly influenced by 

interference factors and subjective perception of scholars. 

• (3) Identifying sleeping beauties by objective indicators. It ignoring the specific citation curve of sleeping 

beauties and may be influenced by parameters such as the length and depth of sleeping and length of citation 

period. 
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Research questions and Objectives

• Research questions:

• Whether there have a new method to efficiently identify sleeping beauties?

• What methods can be used to accurately identify standardized sleeping beauties combining the advantages of curving fitting and 

indicators-based methods and overcome their disadvantages?

• Which method can deliver the overall best outcome?

• Objectives:

• Designing and implementing a new Dynamic time warping (DTW) method to more efficiently identify sleeping beauties based 

on“benchmarking sleeping beauty” citation curve .

• Improving the Dynamic time warping (DTW) method to more accurately identify standardized sleeping beauties.

• Comparing the performance of identifying sleeping beauties between DTW method and quadratic function fitting method.
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DATA

• The data from the Web of Science database top 1% of the highly cited papers (5425 

articles) between 1990 and 2010 in the field of artificial intelligence.

• The number of highly cited as well as total number of papers in the field of artificial 

intelligence during the indicated 21 years.
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Methodology

• Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a dynamic programming method that combines time warping with distance 

measurement. The basic idea is to find the smallest alignment matching path to minimize the distance between 

two sequences. 

• This method not only considers the citation curve of a document’s entire lifetime, but also measures a specific 

DTW-value, and combines the advantages of the curve fitting and objective indicator methods, thereby displaying 

high robustness. 

• For any given “benchmarking sleeping beauty” citation curve, the DTW algorithm can effectively and 

accurately identify potential SBs that conform to the “benchmarking sleeping beauty” citation curve by 

calculating the closest DTW distance to the benchmarking citation curve. 
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Exploratory experiment for sleeping beauty identification based on DTW

• We used 10 sleeping beauties identified by 

Li (2016) in preliminary tests to explore the 

potential of the DTW algorithm in 

identifying potential sleeping beauties.

• We chose the time series of the  second 

sleeping beauty (document 2) as the 

benchmarking standard.

• Then, calculated the DTW-value between 

the benchmarking sleeping beauty and the 

other nine sleeping beauties.

• Finally, established a comparative baseline 

by selecting top 5 highly cited papers in the 

AI field, to calculate the average of DTW-

values  between each of the five highly 

cited papers and 10 sleeping beauties. 
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Exploratory experiment for sleeping beauty identification based on DTW
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Verification of DTW method in identifying potential sleeping beauties

• We chose a benchmarking sleeping beauty 

with the oldest publication year, the 

longest citation period, and slower citation 

rate. 

• Subsequently, we measured the DTW-

value between the “benchmarking 

sleeping beauty” citation curve and 5245 

highly cited papers in the field of artificial 

intelligence from 1990 to 2010 after 

normalizing the annual citation frequency 

curves of all the papers.
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Verification of DTW method in identifying potential sleeping beauties

• We calculated and presented the 

descriptive statistics of the DTW-value 

of the documents in each publication 

year. 

• For recent publications, the citation 

period is shorter; the various statistics 

of the DTW-value are smaller.

• The DTW-value may be affected by 

the length of the citation period.

• 1% or 5% of the highly-cited 

documents in the AI field are 

extremely close in distance to the 

“benchmarking sleeping beauty” 

written by Einstein in 1905. 
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Verification of DTW method in identifying potential sleeping beauties

• Table shows the annual distribution of the number of documents for 1% and 5% thresholds of 

the DTW-value, sorted from small to large.

• The number of sleeping beauties in the top 1% and 5% of the DTW-values are 52 and 262, 

respectively. 

• The number of sleeping beauty are increasing over time, especially from 2000 to 2010.

• The percentage of sleeping beauties at 5% threshold among the highly cited papers 

considered (abbreviated as PSB5%) were between 1% and 11%
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Verification of DTW method in identifying potential sleeping beauties

• The DTW algorithm is not affected by the length of citation and sleep periods. The DTW 

method can effectively identify potential sleeping beauties with shapes close to that of the 

“benchmarking sleeping beauty.”
• However, an obvious fact is verified in the Table that the DTW algorithm can identify not only 

some standardized sleeping beauties with sleep periods of more than four years, but also many 

sleeping beauties with extremely short sleep periods of 1- 4 years or false sleeping beauties (i.e. 

highly cited papers) without sleeping duration but similar citation curves.
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Experiments to improve the DTW algorithm

• Utilized the three indicators defined by Van Raan for sleeping beauties to set a DTW-value threshold 

for each year and identify a standardized sleeping beauty with the help of sleep length.

• DTW* algorithm: (1) Screening out papers with top 5% DTW-value; (2) Calculating the sleep length 

of these papers and selecting those with sleep time of no less than 5 years.

• The annual distribution of the 38 sleeping beauties identified by the new DTW* scheme more 

concentrated from 1992-2006. 

• The average sleeping time of 38 sleeping beauties is 7.05years, and the longest is 18 years. 
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Experiments to improve the DTW algorithm

• The annual citation frequency distribution of the 

five sleeping beauties identified by DTW* with 

smaller DTW-values between 0.21 and 0.33.

• The sleeping beauties identified by the new 

DTW*scheme are the sleeping beauties with 

high standardized sleeping beauty citation 

curves.

• These five sleeping beauties have long sleep 

durations ranging from 6 to 18 years.
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Effectiveness analysis of the DTW algorithm in  identifying sleeping beauties

• Compared the differences in the recognition results of the DTW algorithm and the quadratic function fitting 

method.

• Table shows the descriptive statistics of the DTW-value and R2-value of 5245 highly cited papers.

• The higher negative correlation coefficient of 0.69 between DTW- and R2-values of 5245 highly cited papers 

verifies the effectiveness of the DTW algorithm in recognizing sleeping beauties with similar citation distribution 

curves. 
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Effectiveness analysis of the DTW algorithm in  identifying sleeping beauties

• Quadratic function fitting: limiting the R2 to greater than 0.876 of the 25% threshold value, thereby identifying 

46 sleeping beauties from 5245 highly cited documents in the artificial intelligence field. 

• The number of identified documents by the quadratic function fitting method and the top 1% DTW-value were 

relatively small, mainly because these two methods require a relatively standard citation distribution curve. 

• The sleeping beauties with the optimal value identified by DTW and the quadratic function fitting method were 

mostly published after 2000. 
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Effectiveness analysis of the DTW algorithm in  identifying sleeping beauties

• To verify that the results identified by the DTW algorithm are consistent with the sleeping beauties identified by the quadratic

function fitting, the DTW-value of the 10 sleeping beauties with the top R2 are shown in Table. 

• The same sleeping beauties with higher R2 and smaller DTW-value as well as extremely similar the “benchmarking sleeping 

beauty” citation curve. 

• Identify some sleeping beauties with shorter sleeping periods or some highly cited papers without sleeping periods.
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Effectiveness analysis of the DTW algorithm in  identifying sleeping beauties

Figure shows the citation and fitting curves of the top 10 sleeping beauties sorted by R2. 
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Effectiveness analysis of the DTW algorithm in  identifying sleeping beauties

• The 10 sleeping beauties with Top DTW-values 

identified by the new DTW* scheme, exhibited 

standardized sleeping beauty citation curves with 

long sleep periods of between five and eight years 

and shapes closer to that of the “benchmarking 

sleeping beauty.”

• DTW* algorithm has higher recognition accuracy 

in identifying all standardized sleeping beauties 

from the massive documents that fully conform to 

the shape of “benchmarking sleeping beauty”

citation curve.
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Summary

(1) The DTW method is very robust, and it can identify potential sleeping beauties with similar citation curves and 

distance closest to that of the “benchmarking sleeping beauty.” However, this method may identify some non-

standardized sleeping beauties with extremely short sleep periods. 

(2) In terms of the annual distribution of the sleeping beauties, 52 and 262 sleeping beauties (the top 1% and 5% of 

the DTW-value) were distributed from 2000 to 2010, showing an increasing trend with years, while the 38 sleeping 

beauties identified by the DTW* method were distributed from 1995 to 2006, suggesting longer citation periods and 

sleeping times.

(3) The new DTW* scheme was superior to the DTW method, and the quadratic function fitting method not only 

inherited the higher efficiency and robustness of the DTW method, but also avoided the shortcomings of the DTW 

and the quadratic function fitting methods in identifying some highly cited papers without sleeping periods. 



Thanks for you listening !


